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Subflorescence refers to crystallized salt structures that form inside a porous medium. We report a drying
experiment revealing major development of subflorescence in the dry region of the porous medium away from
the liquid zone. Using a combination of image analyses and numerical computations, we show that the growth
is directly correlated to the evaporation flux distribution along the boundary of the growing salt structure. This
indicates that the salt is transported into the domain occupied by the salt structure in the porous medium up to the
structure periphery, where salt deposition takes place. This is confirmed when a growing salt structure encounters
dry subflorescence formed earlier during the drying process. The dry subflorescence is reimbibed and resumes its
growth. The analysis also suggests that the solution within the growing subflorescence is in equilibrium with the
crystallized salt wall. These results shed light on the growth mechanisms of subflorescence, a phenomenon that
can play a fundamental role in several important issues such as carbon dioxide sequestration or salt weathering.

I. INTRODUCTION

Salt crystallization induced by evaporation is an important
issue in relation with several domains, such as soil physics [1],
the underground sequestration of CO2 [2], and salt weathering,
i.e., the attack of rock and building materials by salt [3]. It is
now widely accepted that the crystallization process can induce
sufficient stresses on pore walls to cause major damage to
porous materials, e.g., [4]. As discussed in [5], the crystallized
salt structures forming at the surface of a porous medium
are referred to as efflorescence whereas the crystallized salt
structures forming inside a porous material are referred to
as subflorescence. Subflorescence is potentially the more
damaging phenomenon since it corresponds to crystallization
inside internal pores. While the analysis of the interplay
between evaporation and efflorescence development has been
the subject of several studies in recent years, e.g., [5–10], the
understanding of subflorescence development within a porous
material is much less advanced.

A better understanding is proposed in this paper, through
a simple evaporation experiment allowing the growth of
subflorescence to be directly observed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The two-dimensional transparent model porous medium
considered in this study consisted of a monolayer of 1-mm-
diameter glass beads. The beads were randomly thrown onto
a glass plate coated with a hydrophobic sticky film. After
removal of the excess beads, a second glass plate was put on top
of the bead monolayer. In order to obtain a hydrophobic model,
the glass beads and the glass plates were rendered hydrophobic
by silanization, a process that leads to a contact angle of about
107°–110° regardless of the NaCl concentration [11]. Three
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lateral edges were sealed with RTV (a hydrophobic silicone
elastomer) so that the vapor could escape only through the
remaining open top edge of the model. The motivation for
considering a hydrophobic model was twofold: (i) to obtain
a particularly simple drying pattern (an almost flat liquid-gas
front) and (ii) to limit the influence of secondary capillary
liquid films, e.g., [12], that would make the analysis more
complicated. However, subflorescence patterns and growth
mechanisms similar to those reported here have been observed
in hydrophilic models [13]. Thus the main results concerning
the growth of subflorescence reported in this paper are general
and not specific to hydrophobic systems. The model was
initially fully saturated up to level z = H (see Fig. 1) with
a NaCl aqueous solution of known initial concentration C0 =
25 g/100 g solution. As can be seen from Fig. 1, an additional
hydrophobic layer similar to the main micromodel was placed
on top of the model. This 10-mm layer did not contain any
liquid when the experiment started. It introduced an additional
mass transfer resistance (water transport occurred by vapor
diffusion in this layer), which limited the evaporation rate
and prevented the formation of efflorescence (see [5,10] and
references therein for the factors controlling the formation of
efflorescence).

The 7-cm-high and 9.5-cm-wide porous medium was
placed vertically in a small, transparent Plexiglas chamber
at controlled temperature (22 ± 1 °C). The relative humidity
in the chamber was stabilized using a saturated LiCl solution
[relative humidity (RH) = 12%]. The relative humidity and
temperature near the open edge of the model were recorded
during the experiments using a sensor (Kimo VT300) con-
nected to a PC and no noticeable evolution was observed.
Variation of the model weight during drying was measured
with a precision (0.01 g) scale, which was connected to the
PC, while the phase distribution within the porous medium
was recorded by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
set on the side of the chamber. Images were taken every
25 min.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevE.00.002400


FIG. 1. Images of model porous medium with subflorescence at different stages of development. The white dashed line approximately
marks the separation line between the liquid-saturated zone and the gas-invaded region. Panel (d) shows the system near the end of the drying
process. Note the white color of the main subflorescence, indicating that it is now dry, and the major development of new subflorescence at the
bottom of the system.

III. RESULTS

The overall duration of the experiment was 67 days and the
mass loss of the sample over this duration was 2.5 g. This gives
a low mean evaporation flux of j̄ = 4.4 × 10−6 kg/m2/s. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, the drying process was characterized by
an almost flat traveling front separating the region invaded
by the gas phase from the fully saturated liquid zone. This
is the pattern expected in a hydrophobic system, e.g., [14].
Moreover, the gravity effects helped to limit the formation
of front heterogeneities here [15]. Although the system was
hydrophobic, the contact angle (�107°–110°) was not suffi-
ciently high to prevent the transient trapping of liquid bridges,
possibly interconnected [16], in the contacts between beads
and between the beads and the plates in the region invaded
by the gas phase. The transient existence of the liquid bridges
was seen from the formation of small subflorescence spots
occurring away from the main front when the liquid bridges
evaporated. Interestingly, a larger subflorescence, referred
to as the “sleeping” subflorescence in Fig. 1, also formed
in the top region of the micromodel. This subflorescence
developed in the liquid bridges region without being in direct
contact with the main front. This suggests that liquid bridges
can occasionally form an interconnected system carrying
the dissolved salt between the main front and the growing

subflorescence. After a while, the “sleeping” subflorescence
stopped growing and dried. This can be inferred from the
change in the subflorescence color from gray when wet to
much whiter when dry [see Fig. 1(b) and compare the two
main subflorescences]. The explanation is that the chain of
liquid bridges feeding the subflorescence no longer forms a
hydraulic connection between the subflorescence and the main
liquid region after a while. Then the liquid bridges dry out and
the subflorescence ceases to grow when all the salt originally
present in the liquid bridges has precipitated. Additional details
are given in Sec. IV.

Later, when the front had traveled over about two thirds of
the micromodel height H , a little protuberance formed along
the front as the result of the local pinning of the front on
some local defects in the micromodel. This created a local
overconcentration in salt, which gave rise to the formation of
a major subflorescence, referred to as the wet subflorescence
in Fig. 1 and as the main subflorescence in the rest of this
paper. The main subflorescence remained attached to the
liquid-saturated zone during its growth because of the long
pinning of the front where the main subflorescence started
growing.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the first striking observation is
that the main subflorescence progressively developed over
a macroscopic length, comparable to the size, H , of the



FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Example of contour of active sub-
florescence extracted from the raw image after a series of image
processing steps; (b) sketch of the method used for determining
the local growth rate of subflorescence; (c) visualization of the
successive salt deposition layers. Each layer corresponds to the
growth occurring during 500 min. The contour of the former
“sleeping” dry subflorescence is clearly visible in the upper region.

micromodel. The second somewhat surprising result is that
the growth was not directed toward the liquid solution but
in the opposite direction, i.e., towards the open edge of the
network and into the gas-invaded region. This was in contrast
with experiments in single capillary tubes [17], which have
shown that the crystals usually grow into the liquid-saturated
region and not in the gas region of the tube.

The color of the main subflorescence was gray when
growing, which indicated that the subflorescence was wet.
This suggests that the region occupied by the subflorescence
was, in fact, porous. As a result, ions could be transported from
the solution feeding the subflorescence at its base, within the
subflorescence and up to its external boundary, where the salt
precipitated and formed a new deposition layer. According to
this picture, evaporation at the boundary of the subflorescence
is the phenomenon inducing the flow within it and therefore
the ion transport.

From a mean field - continuous picture, we should have
us = j/ρ� along the subflorescence boundary, where us is
the normal component of the mean velocity in the liquid at
the subflorescence boundary, j the local evaporation flux,
and ρ� the solution density. This equation expresses that the
evaporation flux is balanced by a liquid flow (due to capillarity)
toward the point considered on the subflorescence boundary.

This scenario is supported by what happens when the
wet subflorescence reaches the “sleeping” subflorescence.
This moment is referred to as the “encounter” of the two
subflorescences. When this happens, the “sleeping” subflores-
cence wakes up and rapidly (in approximately 2 h) becomes
gray, which indicates capillary invasion of the sleeping
subflorescence by the solution transported through the wet
subflorescence, and grows again (see Fig. 1).

To demonstrate that subflorescence growth is indeed driven
by evaporation, the evaporation flux along the boundary of
the wet (also referred to as active) subflorescence during its
growth was computed as follows. First we determined the
contour of the active subflorescence during its growth every
500 min (=every 8 h and 20 min). This involved a series of
image processing steps using the MATLAB image processing
tool box. The details of the image processing will be presented
elsewhere. Such a contour is presented in Fig. 2(a).

Then we determined an indicator of local growth rates
of the subflorescence as follows. Consider two successive

FIG. 3. Two-dimensional finite element computation of evapora-
tion flux along the contour of subflorescence. (a) Finite element mesh;
(b) computed water vapor concentration isolines.

contours, contours number n and number n+ 1. N markers
were distributed along the contour number n + 1 (a contour
was formed by a line of pixels and there was one marker at each
pixel). Then the distances dk—where k is the marker index
along contour number n + 1 (thus k goes from 1 to N ), between
each marker on contour number n + 1 and contour number
n—were determined, dk being the radius of the smallest circle
centered on marker number k and intercepting contour number
n. The method is sketched in Fig. 2(b). The subflorescence
local growth rates were then determined from rk = dk/δt ,
where δt was the elapsed time between the two contours (thus
δt = 500 min).

The last step consisted in determining the evaporation flux
along the contours. The method is illustrated in Fig. 3. Since the
growth of the subflorescence was slow, the diffusion problem
governing the water vapor concentration c within the gas phase
in the micromodel could be considered as quasisteady. The
problem to be solved thus read ∇ · (D∇c) = 0 in �g where �g

is the domain occupied by the gas in the system formed by the
micromodel and the additional top layer. On top of the domain
(at z = H + h) we imposed c = 0, with a zero flux condition
on the lateral edges and c = 1 on the subflorescence contour
and the liquid-gas main front. For this type of computation,
the exact value of D is not important. We took D = 1 in the
region occupied by the gas and D = 0.01 where there were dry
subflorescences in �g since the pores were partially blocked
by the salt crystals in these regions.

This problem was solved using the commercial simulation
software COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS. The numerical solution al-
lowed the local flux along the contour of active subflorescence
to be evaluated as j = D∇c · n where n is the unit vector
normal to the contour. This flux was computed where there
were markers along contour number n + 1, which gave jk .
Then the correlation between the subflorescence local growth
rates rk and local evaporation fluxes jk was evaluated from the
computation of the correlation coefficient,

χ (t) =
∑N

1 [dk(t) − d̄k(t)][jk(t) − j̄k(t)]√∑N
1 [dk(t) − d̄k(t)]2

√∑N
1 [jk(t) − j̄k(t)]2

,

where t is the time, and the overbar,─, indicates the arithmetic
average.

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the correlation coefficient was
very high, i.e., close to 1, as expected, demonstrating that



FIG. 4. Correlation coefficient χ between subflorescence local
growth rates and local evaporation fluxes at the subflorescence
boundary. The drop in the correlation coefficient on the right-hand
side of the plot corresponds to the encounter between the two
subflorescences (this is so notably because we wrongly imposed c = 1
along the contour of the former dry subflorescence even when this
subflorescence was not yet reimbibed). The insets show two examples
of rescaled distribution of growth rate (figure on the left in each pair
of figures) and evaporation flux (figure on the right) along the contour,
illustrating the excellent correlation between local growth rates and
local fluxes.

the growth of the subflorescence was directly driven by the
evaporation process.

IV. DISCUSSION

While the general picture of subflorescence development
can be understood from the results reported in the previous
sections, two points need further discussion: (i) why the
subflorescence growth is not stable, i.e., does not lead to a
smooth interface but a ramified structure, and (ii) how ion
transport is possible within the subflorescence without pore
blocking due to salt precipitation or noticeable dissolution of
the subflorescence away from the growing regions. Point (i)
can be explained as follows. Due to random heterogeneities,
local protrusions form at the evaporating interface, which
lead to higher evaporation fluxes, because of the higher local
vapor flux (due to the Laplacian). The accompanying salt
precipitation creates a fine (water-wet) porous medium, which
induces a capillarity-driven flow of water, and the creation
of a positive feedback loop that leads to instability, hence
the growth of subflorescence. This is essentially the same
explanation as given in Ref. [18], where further details can
be found, to explain the irregular shape of salt trees growing
from a salt solution placed in a Petri dish. Point (ii) is perhaps
more puzzling and requires more development.

Since the subflorescence is a porous structure, one can begin
with the Darcy’s scale equation governing the ion transport
within the subflorescence, i.e. [19],

∂ρ�εSC

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρ�εUsSC) = ∇ · (ρ�SεD∗

s ∇C) + f, (1)

where ρ� is the density of the solution, ε is the porous medium
porosity, S is the liquid saturation in the region occupied by
the subflorescence, D∗

s is the effective diffusion coefficient for
the dissolved salt, C is the ion mass fraction, Us is the average
interstitial velocity, and f is the dissolution-precipitation rate
per unit volume of porous medium, which is expressed as

f = −ερcr

∂Scr

∂t
, (2)

where ρcr is the density of salt crystal and Scr the crystal
saturation (volume fraction of pore space occupied by crystals
within the subflorescence). Following [19], f is then expressed
as

ερcr

∂Scr

∂t
= Kcr (σ − 1)g, (3)

where σ is defined by

σ = m

msat
. (4)

In Eq. (4), m is the molality; msat is the molality at saturation
(msat = 6.1 molar for NaCl). Expressed in term of mass
fraction C, σ reads

σ = m

msat
= C(1 − Csat)

(1 − C)Csat
, (5)

where the solubility Csat = 26.4% for NaCl. According to
the data reported in Ref. [19], g = 1, Kcr ≈ 0.41 kg/m3/s
(precipitation) or 0.0128 kg/m3/s (dissolution) in the case
of halite (halite is the crystallized form of NaCl), while the
supersaturation σ is at most of the order of 1.6, according
to [20].

The physical picture is clear. Evaporation at the periphery
of efflorescence induces the flow of the solution within the sub-
florescence. This flow carries the ions toward the evaporative
surface where the salt precipitates. As in any reactive flow, an
important parameter is the Damköhler number comparing the
reaction time scale and the (convective) transport time scale.
Here the Damköhler number can be expressed as

Da ≈ Kcr [σ − 1]L

j̄Csat
, (6)

where j̄ is the mean evaporation flux at the periphery of
subflorescence and L is a characteristic length that can be taken
as the mean height of subflorescence. Substituting numerical
values representative of our experiment in Eq. (6) leads to
Da�1. The result is that the reaction is fast compared to
transport. Under these circumstances, it can be assumed that
the ion mass fraction in the subflorescence is essentially equal
to the solubility mass fraction Csat. If the solution was not in
equilibrium with the crystallized salt wall, precipitation should
lead to pore blockage within the subflorescence or dissolution
to shrinking of subflorescence. The fact that the precipitation-
dissolution phenomena within the subflorescence are negli-
gible is consistent with the observations since the shape of



subflorescence away from the active evaporation region does
not change discernibly during the subflorescence growth.

Unlike the classical case of ion transport in a porous
medium, e.g., [8,21], where the key parameter controlling the
ion distribution is the Peclet number, which characterizes the
competition between convective and diffusive transport, ion
transport in the porous subflorescence is thus controlled only
by the convective transport (C ≈ Csat within the pores inside
the subflorescence, which implies ∇C ≈ 0 and thus negligible
diffusion transport).

At the bottom of the main subflorescence, the ion supply
rate is

Qm = JsCsat, (7)

where Js is the evaporation rate from subflorescence.
Let V be the volume of porous domain occupied by the

solution feeding the subflorescence at its base. A simple mass
balance gives

ρ�ε
dV

dt
= −Js − Jf , (8)

where Jf is the evaporation rate from the fraction of the
boundary of this region not in contact with subflorescence.

Since the ion leaves this shrinking region only through the
subflorescence, the ion mass balance for this region is

ρ�ε
dC̄V

dt
= −CsatJs, (9)

where C̄ denotes the average ion mass fraction in this region.
From the visual inspection of the main subflorescence

growth, one can make the rough approximation that the
subflorescence growth is rapid compared to the change in the
volume V, and so V � cst during the subflorescence growth.
Then Eq. (9) yields

ρ�εV
dC̄

dt
≈ −CsatJs, (10)

which indicates that the average ion mass fraction in volume
V decreases during the subflorescence growth. Thus the
subflorescence growth tends to desalinate the solution feeding
it at its base.

This is consistent with the observations that show growth
of new subflorescence structures [visible in the lower region of
the micromodel in Fig. 1(d)] from shrinking volume V, starting
only some time after the saturated region at the bottom of our
micromodel has detached from the main subflorescence.

This also indicates that the main subflorescence stops
growing not because of precipitation phenomena blocking the
pores but because it stops being fed by the solution at its base
when the subflorescence ceases to be in hydraulic contact with
the solution as the result of invasion front receding due to
evaporation.

The same lines of argument can be developed to explain how
the subflorescence referred to as the “sleeping” subflorescence
“goes to sleep.” When the subflorescence ceases to be hydrauli-
cally connected to the solution, it forms a liquid-saturated
porous structure in equilibrium with the solution contained in it
(C ≈ Csat throughout the pore space). Then this subflorescence
dries as, once again, the ions are transported to the evaporation
active surface of the subflorescence where the salt precipitates

FIG. 5. (Color online) Evaporated mass of water versus time
(inset). The main figure shows the variation of the evaporated mass
of water during the period of growth of the main subflorescence.
The dashed lines are guides to the eye materializing the change in
the evaporation rate (slope of lines) when the main subflorescence
develops and dries out (after union with the sleeping subflorescence).

to form new porous salt layers. This scenario is completely
in line with observations which show preferential growth of
this subflorescence at its upper part where evaporation fluxes
are obviously greater and there is no pore blockage since the
subflorescence resumes its growth when rewetted later as the
result of the development of the main subflorescence.

From the above analysis, it is expected that the development
of subflorescence must have an impact on the overall drying
rate. The evaporation rate is roughly inversely proportional to
the distance between the menisci inside the porous medium and
the inlet of the porous medium. The result of subflorescence
growth is to bring menisci much closer to the micromodel inlet
and thus to reduce the mean distance between the menisci
present in the system and the inlet. The conclusion is that
the evaporation rate must increase with the development
of subflorescence. This can be clearly seen from Fig. 5,
which shows the evolution of the evaporated mass of water
with time during the growth of the main subflorescence.
The evaporation rate increases markedly during the growth
of the main subflorescence and its subsequent encounter
with the sleeping subflorescence, which causes the rewetting
of the latter and subsequent significant subflorescence growth
in the inlet region of the micromodel. Then the evaporation
rate decreases consistently and significantly as the system
formed by the union of the main subflorescence and the former
sleeping subflorescence dries out (which corresponds to the
plateau on the right in Fig. 5). The dry subflorescence forms a
region of lower porosity and thus of less conductance for the
diffusive transport of the vapor across the dry region of the
model porous medium. This additional resistance combined
with the fact that the gas-liquid front has receded into the



system during the growth of the subflorescence explains
the reduced evaporation rate after the drying of the main
subflorescence. The final increase of the evaporation rate that
can be discerned on the far right of the mass versus time curve
in Fig. 5 is attributed to the growth of the bottom subflorescence
clearly visible in the lower region of the micromodel in
Fig. 1(d).

V. CONCLUSION

This study shows that development of subflorescence driven
by evaporation can occur over macroscopic distances within
a porous medium. The analysis indicates that most of the salt
structure is in equilibrium with the solution traveling through
it, which explains why the structure can continue to grow
without significant pore blockage by precipitation or dissolu-
tion of the structure away from the evaporative surface. Here
the precipitation kinetics does not play any role in the subflo-
rescence growth kinetics, which is controlled by the transport
of ions to the subflorescence evaporative surface and thus the
evaporation flux distribution and its evolution at the periphery
of the subflorescence. This is so because the precipitation time
scale is much smaller than the ion transport time scale.

This study also suggests that a major development of
subflorescence in a porous medium could be detected from
the variation of the evaporation rate, which tends to increase
as the result of subflorescence development. This is in contrast
with classical drying kinetics under stationary external drying

conditions, which never show an increase in the evaporation
rate.

This study is of broader interest in relation with the
widely studied domain of Laplacian growth [22]. Here,
the growth results form an interesting coupling between
evaporation (determined from the solution of the Laplace
equation), capillarity (which induces the liquid flow in the
subflorescence and thus the ion transport), ion transport, and
crystallization. The interplay between these phenomena is
likely to lead to various patterns and this clearly deserves
further studies. This is supported by our recent study on
efflorescence [6,10]. From the results reported in Refs. [6,10],
we surmise that major subflorescence developments such as
the ones reported in the present paper can be expected for
sufficiently slow evaporation rates and systems with relatively
large pores. When these conditions are not met, subflorescence
development could be inhibited by limited solution transport
capacity toward its boundary due to viscous effects and/or
possibly to salt precipitation (when the evaporation rate is
sufficiently high for the ion transport time scale not to be
considered large compared with the precipitation time scale;
it can also be hypothesized that the probability of blocking
pores would increase with decreasing pore size), leading to
possibly different subflorescence patterns. This is supported
by the results reported in Refs. [23,24] showing decreasing
rates of drying for salt-laden real materials. The next step is
therefore to investigate the influence of evaporation rate and
pore size on subflorescence growth.
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